


BLAZEPOD triggers your body’s 
natural response to sensory 
stimulations, enabling superior, 
fast and coordinated movement.

Tap-sensitive Pods powered 
by the BLAZEPOD app provide 
visual cues, creating the ultimate 
Flash Reflex training system. 

BLAZEPOD motivates you to 
react faster, push your limits 
and boost your performance. 
Challenge yourself or compete 
against others. 

MEET 
BLAZEPOD



For the first time in cognitive 
and physical training history, 
your personal mobile can easily 
connect and control multiple 
devices using Bluetooth Low 
Energy technology. 

Simply download the user-
friendly app from Google Play  
or the App Store, and take 
control of your Pods. Choose 
from predefined activities or 
create your own, from one of 
BLAZEPOD's many light logics, 
and track your performance 
down to the millisecond. 

THE
APP



SIMPLE 
SETUP
The BLAZEPOD app 
connects automatically  
to your Pods – simply 
choose an activity,  
set out your Pods 
accordingly and get ready 
to challenge your instincts.

PRO 
TRAINING
Choose from the ever-growing list of predefined activities, 
or create your own. Challenge yourself or compete 
together in a group. Workout on your own or with your 
coach. Start with a warm-up to get the blood pumping, 
muscles activating and joints moving, then lose yourself 
in the addictive rush of Flash Reflex Training. 
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ACCURATE
TRACKING
Track your progress with the 
BLAZEPOD app, and measure 
your performance down to 
the millisecond. Push yourself 
further with each training 
session, and reach new 
personal records.
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FEATURES

 4 Pods

4 BLAZEPOD adaptors

4 suction cups

4 webbing straps

1 BLAZEPOD charger

1 carrying bag

Powerful RGB LEDs  
with 8 color options

Durable, tough, splash-proof (IP65)  
and UV protected 

Simple and intuitive Pods with no buttons  
or moving parts

Amazing portability with 
compact and lightweight Pods

Endless creativity using uniquely 
designed Pod adapters

Up to 12 hours of operation on a single charge  
of the rechargeable Li-ion battery

Up to 40 meter Device-to-Pod range and auto-connection, 
powered by Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology

Space-saving Smart Stack  
& Charge system

1-year warranty



STANDARD
KIT

TRAINER
KIT

 4 Pods

4 BLAZEPOD adaptors

4 suction cups

4 webbing straps

1 BLAZEPOD charger

1 carrying bag

 6 Pods

6 BLAZEPOD adaptors

6 suction cups

6 webbing straps

1 BLAZEPOD charger

1 carrying bag



Reawaken your primal instinct  
to reach true excellence

    
The ultimate 

Flash Reflex training system

info@blazepod.com | www.blazepod.com


